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Name : _________________________

1.

Working in the laboratory
1.1 Laboratory safety rules
In order to prevent accidents in the laboratory, we should follow the laboratory
rules.
We should
1. act responsibly at all times in the laboratory.
2. not enter or work in the laboratory unless supervised by a teacher.
3. not rush around or play in the laboratory.
4. not eat or drink in the laboratory.
5. tie back long hair while in the laboratory.
6. wear safety spectacles at all times in the laboratory and protective clothing
whenever necessary.*
7. always read and think about each step of an experiment before starting.
8. follow closely all instructions about experimental procedures given by the
teacher and will not attempt any unauthorized experiments.
9. not leave any experiment unattended.
10.handle all equipment and chemicals in a safe and proper manner.
11.handle hot or sharp objects with extra care.
12.keep hands away from eyes, nose and mouth when using chemicals, and
wash hands after experiments.
13.keep the working area clean and tidy.
14.not remove any chemicals or equipment out of the laboratory without the
permission from the teacher.
15.report all accidents, breakages or malfunctioning of equipment, dangerous
acts to the teacher immediately.
* It is not allowed to wear contact lens in any experiments.
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2. Accidents in Laboratory
2.1 Common types of accidents :
2.2 Whenever there is an accident,

Spills,

Cuts,

Burns,

Breakage

1. we must KEEP CALM
2. REPORT it to the teacher AT ONCE.
3. the teacher will tell you what to do.

Activity 1
What should we do in case of an accident?
The pictures in the left column show some accidents commonly occurred in the
laboratory. Match the accidents with what we should do by writing a to c in the blanks
below.
Accident
1. Cuts and bleeding

What we should do?
A. Wash the affected area with running
water.

2. Heat burns

B. clean and dress the cut.

3. Chemicals enter the eye

C. wash the eye with distilled
water from an eye wash bottle.

4. Chemicals spill on the skin

Note :

Answer :
1. ____________

2. ____________

3. ____________

4. ____________

If glassware is broken, stop where you are. Report the breakage to your teacher immediately.
DON’T collect the broken glassware by yourself. Your teacher will use appropriate tools to
collect it. Many minor cut accidents occur after handling broken glassware improperly.
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Activity 2
Potential dangers in the laboratory
Study the picture below. Circle FIVE potential dangers in this laboratory and number them as
Explain why they are dangerous. The first one is done for you.

1 to 5 .
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1. The student may get electric shock because his hand is wet.
2.
3.

4.

5.
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3. Laboratory apparatus
3.1 The following apparatus are commonly used in a laboratory. Write down the
names of the apparatus under the photos with the words given below.
beaker

test tube

test tube holder

dropper

spatula

test tube rack

reagent bottle

dropping bottle

test tube brush

To hold test tubes

To hold liquids (液體)
or small solids(固體)

To transfer small
amounts of solids

To hold a test tube when
heating

To clean test tubes

To hold liquids or solids

To transfer
drops of liquids

To store liquids

To store liquids that are
used in drops
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4. Experiment – Mixing two solutions
4.1 What is a dropper?

*** NEVER hold the dropper upside down.
4.2 How to mix two solutions?
There are 6 steps in this experiment.
Can you rearrange the steps in the CORRECT order?
Step

What should you do?
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4.3 Observe and record

Observation
Solutions

Colour of the mixed

Any precipitates

solution?

formed?

1. A + B

___________________

_____________

2. A + C

__________________

_____________

3. B + C

__________________

_____________

4.4 How to clean a dropper?
During cleaning, the test tubes are slippery. Hold them tightly in your hands
and DO NOT clean more than two test tubes at one time.
Cleaning a test tube is easy. Let’s try the task together!
Dispose of the mixed solution by pouring it into a
________.
Do not pour the solution into the sink.

Wash the test tube with a ________ ________
________ under tap water.
Then put the test tube back into the ________
________ ________.
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5. Question words (Lecture 1)
1. Warm up exercise. Answer whether the following statements is correct or not.
Statements
(a) It is okay to eat inside the science laboratory.

Correct / incorrect

(b) We should label all the chemicals in the laboratory.
(c) Do not look into the test tube directly when chemicals
inside the tube is being heated.
(d) Student should study the steps of the experiment before
carrying out the experiment.
(e) If glassware is broken, student should keep it till the end
of the lesson.
2. Look for the question verb
When you are going to answer a question, it is important to look for the question
verb in the question. It tells you what kind of answer you should give.
Question verb
Name / label
Using the letters in the
diagram
State / suggest
Describe
Explain
Compare

Calculate / Find

What to do?
Give the name in full form.
(Make sure you spell correctly!)
Just give the letters in the diagram
(Don’t write the name of the
structure!)
Answer briefly (short sentence).
Give the details of something.
NO need to give the reason.
Give reasons of something.
Give both similarities and
differences.
Try to use comparative words like
larger, smaller, etc.
Use numbers / mathematics to work
out the answer.
Give the answer with right unit.
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Exercise
(a) Underline the question verb of each of the following questions and
(b) follow the question verbs to answer the questions.
Q1.

The figures below show TWO animals.

A
A

B

Figure 1

Figure 2

(i) Name the animals of the above figures

(ii) Which animal(s) in the above figure live(s) in water? Use the letters in the
figures to answer the question.

Q2. State one thing we should not do just after blood donation.

Q3. Refer to the diagram of activity 2, describe the potential dangers in the
laboratory.

1. The girl should not touch the switches with wet hands.
2.
3.
4.
5.
8

Q4. Compare the features of traditional light bulb with the energy-saving lamp.

Light bulb

Energy-saving lamp

Q5. The speed of a car is 50 km/hr. Calculate the time for the car to travel 25 km.
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6. General science knowledge. (Lecture 2)
1. How do cells eat and breath?

“Only we need to eat and to breath.
Cells do not eat and breath at all.”
Observation:
Can we see cells? How do we observe a REAL cell?

Let’s take a look of a cell.
What do you see? Any mouth? Any nose? Does it mean cells do not eat
and Breath?

What do you see in each cell?

Conclusion:
Each living cell needs food and oxygen.
Each cell is enclosed by a boundary called __________.
A __________ is generally constructed for an object/process when it is
at least partially understood, but difficult to observe directly.
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2. Does air weigh anything?

“Does air have weight?”

Experiment :
Could you design an experiment to support your view?

Conclusion:
Air does / does not have weight.
Why can’t I feel that weight?
Try This:
Hold something heavy (e.g. a book) in your hand. Notice how heavy it
feels. Now have a partner support that weight by placing a hand
UNDER yours and pushing up. How does it feel now?
A new idea - Air is constantly pushing against us, but it feels more like
____________ than weight, since it pushes from _______.
This all-around push is called __________.
Follow-up thinking :
1. Watch the following video in the internet:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g5-uGA9pYVc
2. What does the air pressure help to keep the water in the glass?
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3. Atom, element and compound

The basic unit of an element is called
“an atom”
1. All matter is made up of particles called “ATOM” (原子). We cannot
see them as they are too small.
For example : Cutting a piece of copper into halves.

Finally, we get atoms.
2. If a large amount of atoms held together, then the total size of the
substance becomes large enough to be seen.
3. Basic structure of an atom.

4. An atom consists of a nucleus [contains _______(質子) and _______
(中子)] and ________(電子) that move around the nucleus.
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5. An ________(元素) is a pure substance which cannot be broken
down into anything simpler. Each element is made up of only one
kind of atoms.
➢ Hydrogen(氫)[H], Oxygen(氧)[O], carbon (碳)[C], iron(鐵)[Fe]
etc. are the examples of the elements
6. Different elements consist of different kinds of atoms. (different
numbers of proton and electron.)
Atoms of different elements

oxygen

carbon

Iron

7. _________ (化合物): a substance contains atoms of more than one
kind of elements
➢ Examples of compounds : Carbon dioxide (二氧化碳)[CO2], water
(H2O).

Carbon dioxide

water

Activity
Try to make the compound models in groups (CO2, H2O, O2, H2 etc)
Follow-up at home
1. Watch the following videos about atomic model
- What is an atom : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-3I1JGW-Ck
- Basic atomic structure : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lP57gEWcisY
- History of the atom : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=njGz69B_pUg
2. What do you know about the following words?
(a) Ion
(b) Molecule
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4. Floating VS Sinking

“An object floats because it is light.
An object sinks because it is heavy”
Experiment demonstration:
1. A plasticine ball is put into a water cylinder. What can you observe?

2. The same plasticine ball is re-shaped and put into a water cylinder.
Does it give the same result?

Supporting by daily observation:
A piece of iron __________(sinks /floats) in water.
Ships are made up of iron but they _________.
Conclusion:
Weight can / cannot determine / tell whether an object sinks or floats
in water.
A new idea - D_________ should be learnt.
The re-shaped plasticine has a lower d_________ than water.
So, it __________ (sinks / floats) in water.
Follow-up task :
1. Watch the following video in the internet:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aR0b4QRhfU0
2. What do you observe from the above video?

*3. Challenging Questions: Can you arrange their densities in
increasing order?
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5. Thermal expansion and contraction

“When an object is heated, the object
size increases because the particle
sizes increase.”
Drawing:
Draw a particle model to show the structure of a matter before and
after heating.

Before heating

After heating

Compare the sizes of the particles.

Explanation:

Before heating
Particles are moving / vibrate
_________.

After heating
Particles are moving __________
They take up more space. But the
particles themselves are still the
__________ size.

Conclusion:
The particle sizes of an object does / does not increase upon heating.
During heating, the particles take the heat energy and change it to the
kinetic
energy. They move much __________ and __________
than before.
Therefore, the space between particles __________. The object is
then expanded.
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